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Editor's Note
In the last issue, the Intemational WaIter Pater Society ex-

ecutive committee annolmced that several Paterians-Elisa Bizzotto,
Martine Lambert, Noriyuki Nozue, and Ulrike Stamm-had accepted
appointments as Intemational Correspondents. I'm grateful to them
for accepting these appointments. In this issue, readers will obtain
an additional insight into Pater shldies because all of the Intemational Correspondents have collected, translated, and annotated the
most recent work on Pater in their respective cOlmtries.
As editor, I'm amazed by the indefatigable work of the Editorial Board; now, I'm equally amazed by the diligence and expertise of the Intemational Correspondents. Truly, to have current work
on Pater published in Italy, Japan, France, and Germany appear in
the newsletter is a boon to English-speaking scholars conducting
research. So I want to thank Elisa, Martine, Noriyuki, and Ulrike for
their initial contributions and to encourage them in their endeavors.
All English-speaking scholars are indebted to you!
I would like to thank Baylor University for enabling me to
maintain an agency accolmt for the newsletter and the Department
of English for absorbing mailing costs. I especially want to thank
Karen Griffiths of the Information Technology Center at Baylor for
her technical assistance in creating a Pagemaker format and Designer
Club clip art for the newsletter and Carol McCulloch for her assistance in creating mailing labels. The Latin statement in the emblem
is a headnote to Chapter III of Mm-ius: "Lord, I love [or have loved]
the habitation of thy house"-Psalm 26:8.
Jay Losey
Baylor University
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News
The 40th Conference of The Pa ter Society of Japan was held at Osaka
University on 20 October 2001. There were three papers. Akemi
Yaguchi read "Virginia Woolf's Ambivalent Feelings toward
Waiter Pater"; Yasutaka Toshinai read" An Imaginary Portrait by
Yukio Mishima"; and Katsuyuki Odawara read "On Pater and
Pausanias." A special lecture, "A Charm of Renaissance Art in
Italy," was given by Eiko Wakayama, Professor of Art at Osaka
University. The Pater Society of Japan has latillched a journal entitled Pater Ronsyu, to be published every two years. The first number contains four essays: "A Vision of the ICrystal Palace/-Pater1s
Recognition of Language," by Yusuke Tanaka; I'Moral of Literary
Education-Pater1s IWordsworth,1II by Yasutaka Toschinai; "Paradox of Spirit and Body-On ISebastian van Storck/" by Noriyuki
Nozue; and "Waiter Patees Plato and Platonis111: What Is His Music?" [in Englishl, by Kanae Sato. These essays will be annotated in
The Pater Newsletter, No. 44.
Martine CharbOlmier-Lambert has a newl permanent position as
IIMaftre de Conferences in English at the University of SorbonneParis IV. There are two levels of teachers who are hired for life in
tilliversities in France,111aftres de conferences and professeurs. Martine
is teaching British culhlral studies and translation classes on business Englishl as well as a course on how to write business letters in
English. On 22 September l she was married to Christophe
Charbonnier, an employee of Siemens in Paris who works in mobile
telecommunications. Some readers of the newsletter will remember meeting him at the Pater conference at Christ Church College
Oxford, in the sununer of 2000. After the wedding ceremony in
Bordeaux, Martine/s home city, the couple visited Bologna and
Verona, Italy. Congratulations to Martine upon her marriage and
her new academic appointment!
l

'

l
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Book Reviews
Review of Alberto Rossatti, Mario l'epicl/rco, A New Italian Translation of Marius the Epicurean. Trans. Elisa Bizzotto. 11 Mallifesto. 26 May 2001.
Beauty, Modemity
According to an anecdote by Wilde, "the counterfeiter,"
which seems nonetheless true, or at least likely, Pater judged "with
a smile" the facile, derivative poems that the young Irishman (Wilde
was twenty-seven at the time) presented to him in 1881, and he
warmly encouraged him to try his hand at prose. Henceforth, Wilde
declared himself his lifelong disciple. Pater, himself the author of a
handful of youthful poems later destroyed, had come to consider
prose as the form par excellence of his time and had already transformed it into the highest and most difficult verbal art, in which
"use" and "beauty" are never separate. Near the close of his cenhlry, Pater was completing the transition from public to esoteric
prose just when the peremptory need for mass education was failing in England and when, as Iser would say, the implied reader was
changing. Anyone who reads Pater's essays can picture them - as
some of them in fact originally were - pronounced, or even spelled
out, to lmiversity Shldents in the austere twilight of his Oxford rooms.
The essay was Pater's favorite mode. His essays, often published at a rhythm of one a year, developed either aesthetical, philosophicat and critical issue or dealt with ancient and modem art.
They could also take the form of fictional sketches following the
ingenious "imaginary portrait" formula he himself coined. A look
at Pater's works will show that, save two exceptions, all of his published books are collections of essays having previously appeared in
magazines, with very little lmpublished material. Moreover, like
all writers conquered by the demon of le mat juste, Pater abhorred
the unfinished, so that he left pOllr cause lots of jealously guarded
drafts which still remain unprinted. One exception, and by no means
trifling, is Marills the Epicurean, a ravishing cult book for European
fln-de-siecle aesthetes from Wilde to D' Anmmzio to Hofmannsthal.
"It has now been reprinted in Italian after several decades (Mario
l'epicllreo, Biblioteca Universale Rizzoli, 406. L. 22.000, attentively
8
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translated and soberly, though essentially, annotated by Alberto
Rossatti, with a lyrically suggestive introduction by Viola Papetti).
Indeed, the first, historical translation dated to 1939 (it was reprinted
in 1970 by Einaudi) and could boast a preface by the most "aesthetic" - epicurean? - of Italian critics, Mario Praz.

Mal'ius is a prismatic novel m~my of whose facets have been
progressively discovered and polished by critics: the novel by the
"father of English aestheticism," a limited fOffimla (with all due
respect); by Pater the mythographer, the scholar of the DionysianApollonian systole and diastole of history; by the Viconian ideologist and nonetheless by the forerunner of Lotrnan and of culhlral
typology; by the aesthetician author of a legendary essay "on style."
Today Mal'ius is, mainly in the US, the object of the subtle
and sometimes intricate critics of gay discourse. Let us consider
once again Pater as the original mediator of traditional narrative
forms and as the negative existentialist whose writings were so close
to Nietzsche, although neither scholar knew of the other's work.
And then: is Marills really a novel? Outwardly it would seem to be
so, but aChtally its form, as I said above, is that of an oxymoronic
essay-novel. The impression is corroborated by the quasi-certainty
that the would-be novel was first conceived as a series of heuristic
essays on the transitional phases from paganism to Christian culture which subsequently merged into a fictional plot. Contradicting
his war on facile writing only superficially, Pater in Marius transformed the Victorian historical novel (and in particular the highly
fashionable typology set in early-Christian times which had degenerated into a product of mere entertainment) into an extremely difficult exercise. Action, the ftmdamental element of that same typology, was missing in Marius, so that reading it in order to find some
pleasure in its plot would be an extremely disappointing task. Pater does have the talent of a pure narrator, and this is proved by the
scene of the protagonist's arrest and death, developed in a climate
of quick, inexorable, and laconic drama. But this is one of mostly
isolated pieces of his skill: a few elaborated and stylistically sublime - yet detached - pichlres. Even when Pater has to narrate, one
can perceive a deliberate tendency to sub-narrate. Marius intersects
with the Bildungsroman, although Pater finally takes no interest in
accurate and factual descriptions of .the psychology of sentiments.

9
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Brusquely proleptic, Pater inunediately reveals, from the very first
sentence, that his hero will die young in odor of martyrdom - a detail repeatedly stated henceforth, so as to destroy any suspense. It is
a road that will lead to the essay-novels of Musil and Proust some
decades later, although Pater surpasses them for the Menippean hybridization of his material. An example is Marius' dazzling discovery of Apuleius' Golden Ass in one of the first stages of his mental progress. Pater does not hesitate to offer a preciously bright translation of the Love and Psyche episode which represents the most
substantial intertextual parenthesis, yet not the only one.
It goes without saying that, in its prismatic quality, Marius
prefigured in 1885 the inuninent, though generally tmperceived,
decadence of the British Empire. Here is Pater coming to the fore:
"Let the reader pardon me if here and there I seem to be passing
from Marius to his modem representatives - from Rome, to Paris or
London." The instability of the Roman world was a touchstone of
Victorian instability spreading tmder self-contented satisfaction and
the apparent solidity of material progress. For Pater the Roman
empire was a largely complex (a recurring adjective in his essays)
world, and therefore, ipso facto, modern. The utmost, but precarious,
Roman magnificence - a perfection which "indicated only too surely
the eve of the decline" - glowed in the city's artistic and literary
monuments, as well as in the doleful figure of Marcus Aurelius. T.
S. Eliot scented in Marius the nostalgic attempt to relish "all the
emotional kick out of Christianity one can, without the bother of
believing it." But was he right when maintaining that the novel
displayed "a prolonged flirtation with the liturgy"? Mal'ius's impossibility of believing, on the conh'ary, acquires the features of a
wearing, unfruitful research, of a Kierkegaardian "anguish" unable to spread its wings. It seems possible to grasp the meaning of
Marius's journey by considering the novel's self-explanatory subtitle: Marius "the Epicurean" and not Marius "the Christian." Epicureanism is in fact the only philosophical doctrine the protagonist
accepts in its formal and methodological meaning, that is by observing every event as a spectator, without participation. Marius
voltmteers to die in his centurion friend's place when they are superstitiously judged as responsible for causing an earthquake. Pater, however, does not make a martyr of him, since Marius dies a
natural death in a poor hovel, where the consecrated host is "placed

10
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within his lips" with no true assent on his side (but rather passively,
if anything). And as he lies dying, Marius takes his last, desperate
farewell to the world's beauty that is shining in his eyes. He experiences death as the supreme, most acute perceptive experience, still
waiting for "something higher" and his "house" ready to welcome
"the possible guest; the tablet of the mind white and smooth, for
whatsoever divine fingers might choose to write there."
Here Marius rises to a great metaphor of nineteenth-cenhtry
scepticism and of the Victorian "learned agnostic." Marius' last
certainty - a form of stoicized Cyrenaicism - before his wavering
encolmter with Christianity is expressed in terms faithfully echoing
the renowned "Conclusion" to The Renaissance that, in Pater's formulation, Mm'ius should have explained and justified.
Franco Marucci
Universita di Venezia
Review of Yuichi Maekawa, WaIter Pater - A Spiritual Dandy
(Kenkyu-sha, Japan, 1996). 300pp. (In Japanese)
Maekawa's Waiter Pater - A Spiritual Dandy is the fourth
book by an author who has published often on the British fil1-desiecle. His first book, Max Beerbohm: A Portrait of a Dandy, was published in 1978. In his second book, The World of Dandyism: The British Fin-de-Siecle (1990), he deals with Thomas Carlyle, Waiter Pater,
Oscar Wilde, and Arthur Symons. His third book, The British Decadence: Poets on a Tightrope, deals with Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Waiter
Pater, Ernest Dowson, Arthur Symons, and Max Beerbohm. Thus,
Maekawa's interests in nineteenth-cenhtry British literahtre lie centrally in its dandyism and its decadence.
In WaIter Pater, Maekawa begins by discussing
"Diaphaneih~" as Pater's first imaginary portrait. In that essay, a
man of transparent character becomes Pater's image of the ideal
human being. For Maekawa, "Winckelmann" is one of Pater's
best imaginary portraits because Pater's Winckelmann is just such
a transparent character. Maekawa stresses the importance of
"houses" in Pater's writings - in "The Child in the House," for
example, which Pater wrote with a strong sense of the imaginary
11
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portrait. In fact, Maekawa argues, Pater tried to write his spiritual
autobiography through the form of a series of imaginary portraits.
Pa ter' s imaginary portraits reflect his own spiritual aspects and
are at the same time the expressions of his aspirations - in" Apollo
in Picardy" and "Denys I' Auxerrois," for example. Maekawa argues that Pater's aestheticism is both ethical and philosophical. In
the "Conclusion," Pater made the declaration of Epicureanism as
his literary creed. In The Renaissance, Pater painted an imaginary
portrait of the Renaissance "spirit." In Appreciations, Pater applied
his aestheticism to literary works and painted some imaginary portraits; Marius the Epicurean is the largest imaginary portrait, having
smaller imaginary portraits within it. "Pascal" is an obviously unfinished essay; but, in a sense, all Pater's essays are basically unfinished essays in a long series. Maekawa reads all Pater's writings
as Pater's autobiography.
This book is not a doctoral dissertation, but one of appreciative criticism. I will illustrate one characteristic of Maekawa's style
of argument. Maekawa raises questions very often and answers
them himself. His most significant question is about the fact that in
"The Child in the House," for example, nothing is narrated about
what happened during the thirty years between the day when Florian
left his house and the day when he met the old man. Maekawa
receives the impression that Florian makes an entrance as a person
transparent or without substance, and feels a sense of strangeness.
Maekawa can't explain this impression. He makes a conjecture,
turning for help to Roger Lhombreaud, who states that Pater possessed "that morbid subtlety of analysis, that morbid curiosity of
form." Maekawa enumerates the examples of morbidness in Pater's
writings, from "an almost distemper" in "Coleridge's Writings"
to "a physical malady" in "Pascal" and concludes that a close relationship can be seen between Pater's disregard for the sense of time
and his important theme of "sickness." Maekawa also asks a question of himself about a painting entitled "Portrait of a boy aged
eleven" by Jacob van Oost the Elder, which is in the National Gallery, London. Why did Pater change the name of the painter into
Isaac van Ostade? From the beginning did Pater believe that this
painting was done by Ostade, or was it just Pater's careless mistake? Here Maekawa makes a conjechlre. Did Pater think that because Ostade also dies yotmg, the name of Ostade might be more

12
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suitable for the painting of Sebastian, who also dies young?
Maekawa calls into question the fact as well that Pater changed the
titled "Romanticism" into "Postscript" and placed it at the end of
Appreciations as if it were the postscript of a letter. Which part is the
body of the letter? Maekawa points out two facts that all the essays
except "Postscript" have the date of their publication, and that this
volume is dedicated to the memory af his brother William Thompson Pater. Here again Maekawa makes a conjecture: Pater did not
include the date of "Postscript" - that is, the date of Appreciations in order that the reader might fill in the date when Pater dies. Thus
Maekawa reads "Postscript" as the postscript of Pater's life.
These conjectures give an indication of the sort of issues this
book invites us to consider.
Katsuyuki Odawara, EmerihlS
Osaka City University

13
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Rev. of Tom Stoppard's The Invention of Love: Two East Coast
Productions: Wilma Theater, Philadelphia (2000, directed by
Blanka Zizka) and Lyceum Theater, New York (2001, directed by
Jack O'Brien).
Stoppard's play - which features Waiter Pater as a character - opened in London at the Cottesloe Theatre (Royal National
Theatre) in 1997 and soon was transferred to the Lyttleton Theatre.
Its first US production was at the American Conservatory Theater
in San Francisco (January 2000), and soon afterward it opened in
Philadelphia at the Wilma Theater (February 2000), lmder the direction of Blanka Zizka. A small band of Paterians took part in a reading of the play - directed by John Conlon - during the Pater conference in Oxford (July 2000). (The readership of this Newsletter might
quite rightly regard that reading as part of the play's performance
history.) Most recently a production appeared at the Lyceum Theater in New York, under the direction of Jack O'Brien.
In both productions under review, the acting was much better than good. One curious fact - curious to readers of this Newsletter, at any rate: the actor who played Pater in the New York production was the actor who played AEH in the Philadelphia production.
This fabulous actor, Martin Rayner, may also be known to some
readers as Doctor Chaotica from Star Trek Voyager. He excelled in
both parts, and I wish it were possible to see a production in which
he played both parts. However, acting will not be the central issue
here; nor will I offer much commentary on the play itself, since the
play text has already been reviewed in The Pater Newsletter by Billie
Inman ("Invention" 39 [Fall 1999], 8-14). But after a brief introduction - meant only to orient readers of the Newsletter who may not
yet have read or seen the play - I'll make a few critical and comparative points about these two productions. The points I want to
make all bear on the shaping of the play that takes place during
production. I'll comment in particular on set design and directorial choices about pacing. I preferred the Wilma Theater production by far. It is the very force of my preference - and my wish to
explain it - that motivates these comments.

As the play opens, A. E. Housman, an old man of seventyseven, is met by Charon, who is preparing to ferry him across the

14
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river Styx. Charon, puzzled, says he expected two people, a poet
and a scholar, to which AEH replies, "I think that must be me."
Though AEH opens by telling Charon he is "both of them," his
character is portrayed across the course of the play as graphically
divided between present and past, head and heart, classical scholarship and poetry. The play immediately sets up this self-division
as the difference between two persQIlS, for his character is represented by two actors, one playing the old man (called" AEH" in the
play) and one playing the yOlmg man (called "Housman"). On the
verge of death, then, AEH remembers scenes from his past life - in
some of which he encounters himself as a younger man.
The play's temporality is fluid, as befits the play of memory.
The scene on the Styx soon gives way to a scene on another river,
with three men in a boat, to say nothing of the dog. The young
Housman and his two friends Pollard and Jackson are rowing on
the Thames near Oxford, going down to Hades" for a picnic. Thus
AEH looks both ways - forward toward death and back toward his
past - with a poignant line from Virgil as his motto: Tendebantque
manus ripae ulterioris amore. "J And they stretched out their hands
in desire of the further shore' ... Thus Virgil, Aeneas in the Underworld, the souls of the dead reaching out across the water... " (Invention 100). AEH in particular remembers his desire for Moses Jackson, the friend who has no idea of Housman's love for him (at least
not until late in Act 11). The play's title, The Invention of Love, then,
operates on at least three levels, referring at one and the same time
to Housman's painfully yearning and secret feelings of love for
Moses Jackson, a love which to some extent invents its own object
by idealizing it; to the emerging cultural construction (or "invention") of homosexuality as a category of identity at roughly this time
in history; and to the sudden appearance (or authorial invention) of
the love poem as a literary genre in classical antiquity.
11

The personal and biographical plot, in other words, is intertwined with several literary-historical plots: the plot of textual retrieval with its painstaking aim toward greater accuracy and its
imaginative effort to grasp the significance of past genres; the plot
of literary-historical politics as they work themselves out in the last
two-thirds of the nineteenth century at Oxford; and the plot of the
emergence of the homosexual, culminating in the Wilde trials and,
the year afterward, the publication of Housman's great work, A
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Shropshire Lad (1896). Stoppard's play develops a causal relation
between these two events, implicitly arguing that Housman's tmspoken sympathy with Wilde's case energized him finally to break
through his habitual reticence and to express himself by publishing
these poems. Perhaps there is some truth to this claim (even though
much of the composition of the volume is known to have predated
the Wilde trials by a few months), but if so it is that exciting kind of
truth best realized in art - the sort of truth expressing invisible culhual forces that were certainly "in the air" at this time, though they
cannot be seen as such. And so, Stoppard's play is a play of historical invention, a cross between literary-historical reconstruction
and artistic imagination - not precisely like Housman's exemplary
textual editing, but related to it nonetheless. Its historical setting
and force-field of issues are best characterized by AEH at the end of
the play: "Oxford in the Golden Age! - the hairshirts versus the
Aesthetes: the neo-Christians versus the neo-pagans: the study of
classics for advancement in the fair of the world versus the shldy of
classics for the advancement of classical shldies - what emotional
stonns, and oh what a tiny teacup" (102). Stoppard recreates the
pattern of this teacup with a deft sense of detail, humor, and passion.
The wit, reflexivity, and inventiveness involved in the project
of historical reconstruction are embodied in the play's struchual
doubling, casting all the actors who play supporting characters in
Act I again, as other characters, in Act II (perhaps this establishes a
tacit inversion of Housman's own self-division). In other words,
the actors playing Pater, Jowett, and Ruskin in Act I appear again in
Act II as W. T. Stead, Frank Harris, and Henry Labouchere. (Actually the pattern is more complicated than that; but I elide the complexities here in favor of clarity.) The doubling was handled slightly
differently in the London, New York, and Philadelphia productions.
The actor who played Pater in New York, for example, also played
Frank Harris; but in Philadelphia, the actor who played Pater was
doubled with the role of Henry Labouchere. Hardly could two historical characters differ more! tmless it were Benjamin Jowett and
Henry Labouchere, or John Ruskin and Jerome K. Jerome, played
by the same actors in the New York production. One point of this
doubl:in.g, in other words, is to raise the notion of historical irony
while foregrotmding the fact that this is a theatrical and historical
recreation. In all productions, the role of Oscar Wilde is doubled
16
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with a fictional character, the aesthetic poet "Blmthome" from Patience, Gilbert and Sullivan's 1881 opera.

*****
The opening sequence of the play juxtaposes and intercuts
two scenes of boating - one of AEH with Charon on the river Styx as
he approaches death, and the other ot Housman with his friends on
the Thames while he was a shldent at Oxford. AEH chats with
Charon about what to expect in the other world, and the three friends
chat about Latin grammar while they row "down to Hades" for
their picnic. AEH is in both places at once, so to speak, and it is
absolutely necessary that this set of similarities and differences be
felt in all its complexity and power.
In the New York production, the same space is used for both
rivers, and that space is the stage floor. In other words, Charon's
otherworldly ferry shares the stage floor with Housman, Pollard
and Jackson's worldly boat - making the point, perhaps, that a real
boat on a real river in the historical past is just as otherworldly and
imaginary as a ferry heading for the mythological Hades. In any
case, both boats are pulled arolmd the stage on ropes by an ensemble
(or "chorus") of youths, who have been added to the New York
production to enhance its mood of youthful sport and to keep the
show from having to be mechanized (Crowley 17). Most often they
trace a circular path, though sometimes they pull the boats on and
off stage in a straight line, horizontally across the stage. The interaction of the two boats is often visually messy and indistinct.
At the Wilma Theater, however, the two rivers were separated spatially in a most interesting way. Charon and his Stygian
ferry occupied their place on the stage floor. But at the back of the
stage and very high up - in other words, running horizontally across
the top of the backstage - was a constructed channel representing
the Thames (and the past). That channel was enclosed by Japanese
paper screens, white with light wood panel dividers, open intermittently along the course of the channel. Through this channel the
rowing party progressed slowly, whenever the scene called for the
three friends to boat on the 11lames in the past. 11le movement of
till' boat was mechanized (though utterly silent), and the effect was
t'llwn',ll. Not onl\' did this device achieve an effective visual separ,ltion bl'l\\"(,t'n tIll' two ri\'l'rS (and thus between the two "other"
17
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worlds contemplated by the dying AEH), but the elevation and distancing of the Thames from the" ground" of the present moment of
retrospection lent it an aura of pastness, which was enhanced by the
stylized simplicity of the Japanese screen. The set used the whole
stage - top to bottom, side to side - and thus composed our sight
lines as if we were looking through a peep hole in some nineteenthcenhlry optical toy.

*****
A crucial sequence in Act I involves a long
~ 1~ conversation between Mark Pattison, Bent
jamin Jowett, John Ruskin, and Waiter Pater,
interrupted periodically by scenes involving
Housman and his friends Pollard and Jackson.
In this lengthy interchange, the views of
Jowett, Ruskin, and Pater are set forth to suggest the conflicts brewing in Oxford at that time: conflicts about
whether to value most highly the classical, medieval, or Renaissance
past; about whether scholarship should be performed for its own
sake or for its utility; about whether the classics imply "degenerate" attitudes toward masculine beauty ... and so forth. In this sequence, Ruskin refers to "an Irish exquisite," and Jackson refers to
a "fellow in velvet knickerbockers like something from the halls,"
both prefiguring Oscar Wilde's appearance later in the play. Toward the end of this sequence, Pater delivers an impassioned version of his philosophy (including the injunction "to bum always
with this hard gemlike flame") and is - immediately afterward reprimanded by Jowett for his relations with "the Balliol bugger."
(Thus Stoppard's dramatic condensation implies a very close relation indeed between Pater's work and the one event from his life
that was taken to be scandalous.) The two east coast productions
handle this sequence in widely divergent ways.

V

In the New York production, Oxford was represented as a
surreal library of architechtral and art history. Three extremely tall,
thin, towers of books - so tall that they must have library ladders
propped against them - dominated the stage. They were irregularly shaped, but tall and very thin, like Gothic cathedral spires. At
the top of each one was an icon, symbolizing the ideological and
art-historical preferences of the don-interlocutor who stood on that
pile. Atop Ruskin's tower of books was a Gothic cathedral; atop
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Jowett's was the Parthenon; atop Pater's was Michelangelo's
David.
At the Wilma, on the other hand, Oxford was staged as
Elysium, where dons in morning coats played croquet on immaculately manicured bright-green lawns. Furthermore, the croquet balls
in this Elysium were huge, half as taU as the actors, and each a different bright color. To make the mood of fantasy even clearer, the
dons sported large white-feathered wings on the backs of their morning coats. The lawn was green, the figures black-and-white, the croquet-balls brightly colorful. Against this graphic set, the angelic
figures were engaged in the very same conversation that suggested
piles of books to the set designer in New York. How different-how
much more otherworldly, how much more impassioned, how much
less merely bookish - the tone of the conversation seemed in Philadelphia!

*****
The actor who will later be seen as Oscar Wilde appears near
the beginning of Act Il in a cameo as Bunthorne, the aesthetic poet
in Patience (Gilbert and Sullivan's satire on aestheticism, produced
at the Opera Comique in 1881 and moved to the Savoy Theatre when
its construction was completed in 1882). In doubling this role,
Stoppard makes the point that Wilde's real-life character was in
part a theatrical production, just as the exaggerated (and parodic)
theatrical portrait of the aesthetes was a real part of their cultural
reception. He uses this scene to prefigure Wilde's appearance later
in Act Il, but also to demonstrate the cultural differences between
Housman and Jackson, who chat at cross-purposes after the play.
Jackson's excited response - "magnificent," a "landmark," "modern" - refers, it hlrns out, not to the play but to the theater itself. A
shldent of science and engineering, Jackson thus cues us to appreciate the force of teclmological change, for the Savoy Theatre was the
first in Europe to be lit entirely by electricity.
Bob Crowley, the set designer for the New York production,
registers the "excitement of seeing this [an electrified stage production] for the very first time. It must have been very cutting-edge,
like seeing the first movie" (17). Both productions emphasized the
glitzy stage lights of the electrified future. In both productions, the
scene from Patience is staged ostentatiously as a play-within-a-play.
19
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Btmthorne appears within a small box set framed by g.ui~h electric
lightbulbs, such as those framing old-fashioned movie m.uqllel's or
make-up mirrors. (In order to identify himself, UlInthorne sings
part of the famous patter song, "If you're anxious for to shine in
the high aesthetic line as a man of culture rare," in which he explains how to act like an aesthete.) According to Crowley, Stoppard
himself suggested that the figure of Oscar Wilde should emerge from
the same theatrical light-box later in Act 11 - and that he does
(Crowley 17).
The figure of Wilde doesn't appear until nearly the end of
Act n. This is a delicate matter in the composition of the play, for
though his presence is adumbrated throughout, his life must not be
allowed to overshadow Housman's. Yet an oppositional relation
between their lives - as very different stories or styles of living a
homosexual life - is meant mutually to give meaning to both in the
end. Wilde and Housman never actually met, but as Stoppard explains, "Housman turns out, if you like, to have lived in the age of
Wilde" (" A Conversation" 5). TIle fact that it would come to be
known as "the age of Wilde" casts its light retrospectively on
Housman's life.
This comes out with greater and greater explicihless toward
the end of Act 11, when the character of Wilde appears, reading aloud
from his copy of A Shropshire Lad. The closing debate of the play,
between Wilde and Housman, is all about the relative values of reticence and explicimess in life and art: "Better a fallen rocket than
never a burst of light," argues Wilde vehemently. "The blaze of
my immolation threw its light into every corner of the land where
tmcotmted yotmg men sat each in his own darkness" (96). But
Housman's life told a different story. Thus the historical emergence of "homosexuality" as an identity and group affiliation is
depicted in the play as a complicated and differentiated story. One
minor character, Chamberlain (who works with Housman), says he
knows Housman's brother Laurence through a sort of secret society they both belong to, where "we discuss what we should call
ourselves. 'Homosexuals' has been suggested" - to which
Housman responds with disapproving horror, since the word is a
barbaric hybrid of both Latin and Greek roots. But the point is pursued: "We aren't anything till there's a word for it" (91).
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Thus Act II is carefully Sh'llChlred to bring Wilde "out" from
behind the historical and dramatic scenes. This dramatic purpose
itself becomes more and more explicit toward the end of Act Il, lmtil Wilde appears, and when he does he fairly explodes into the play.
The same sort of sh'uchu'e builds to a crescendo in AEH's life-story
as well. As Billie Andrew Inman pointed out, the play consists of
"a dozen scenes, each presenting an event that can be dated and all
in chronological order except the final dialogue between Housman
and AEH" (13). That last, short dialogue between Housman and
AEH, and then the final soliloquy by AEH, are all that remain of the
play after the exit of Oscar Wilde. Thus the deparhlre of Wilde must
be managed well. The appearance and disappearance of Wilde is a
great tour de force on the part of the playwright, and his bravado
ought to be acknowledged, for it does work; but how it works is a
matter of the production. In New York, Wilde was pulled offstage
in Charon's boat (as described above). In Philadelphia, on the other
hand, Charon's boat lifted off the grolmd and began to travel to the
othelworld - on a mechanized cable - over the heads of the audience!
His eyes blazing as he stared fixedly into the distance of death and
the fuhll'e, Wilde intoned a few of his most famous philosophical
epigrams, as he gradually disappeared above and behind us - toward the place where a movie projector would be (for, of course,
the theatrical "fourth wall" had been utterly breached). This scene
evoked another kind of electricity, to be sure! At the Wilma, Wilde's
departure to Hades was the most electrifying moment in the play.

*****
After that moment, AEH delivers one last soliloquy before
the final fade-out. It was very much in character for the New York
production that even this final moment was played for a laugh;
whereas in Philadelphia, the final soliloquy was played for its
heartrending poignancy. This is a crucial directorial decision - the
tone and pace of the whole. The tempo in New York was agitato,
and I thought it was much too fast. In New York, The Invention of
Love was played at a breakneck pace, played for the punch lines,
played above all for the laughs. And the play did seem hilariously
fmmy in that production. In Philadelphia, the mood alternated between day-dreamy yearning and fierce passion, between nostalgia
and documentary sharpness. Stoppard's wit remains clear, but in
Philadelphia another mood was allowed to prevail. I think in New
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York, the greater size of the theater and the imagined - and, for all I
know, accurately imagined - demands of a popular "general audience" ran away with the production.
Carolyn Williams
Rutgers University
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Recent Publications
Compiled by Billie Inman
Atmotated by Bonnie Robinson and the
Intemational Correspondents

Books
Daley, Kenneth. The Rescue of Romanticism: Waiter Pater and John
Ruskin. Athens, OH: Ohio University Press, 2001. A Shldy
of Pater's relation to Ruskin that focuses on both writers as
competing theorists of romanticism. Daley reads Pater's
writing on romanticism as a challenge to Ruskin's assertion that modem art perverts the romantic ideal. Chapter
one reads Pater's "On Wordsworth" as a rejection of
Ruskin's pathetic fallacy. Subsequent chapters extend the
argument to each critic's reception of the Italian Renaissance
and detail the relation between Pater's writing and
Ruskin's Oxford lechtres. The conclusion traces continuities between the Pater-Ruskin opposition and subsequent
Anglo-American disagreements over the nature of romanti,
cism. (To be reviewed in the PN.)
Escuret, Atmie, ed. C. Dickens, C. Eliot, T. Hardy, R. Kipling, and W.
Pater-et le catalogue des theses. Series: Cahiers victoriens et
edouardiens, no. 49 (A vdl 1999). Montpellier: Centre
d' ehldes et de recherches victodennes et edouardiennes de
l'Universite de Paul Valery, 1999. Included are various
writings on the authors named in the title and a list of theses
on Victorian literature either presented or just registered on
the thesis central register in France. The only writing about
Pater included in this book is Maureen F. Moran's "Walter
Pater and the Esoteric Sensibility," Cahiers victoriens et
edouardiens, 49 (Avril1999), 109-130, annotated in The Pater
Newsletter 39 (Fall 1999),28. [Martine Charbonnier-Lambert]
Ito,Isao. Paterian Nishiwaki Junzaburo [in Japanese]. Tokyo: Ozawa
Shoten,1998. Ito shows how Nishiwaki, a famous scholarpoet in Japan (1894-1982), who is known to have called himself "Paterian from beginning to end," has assimilated
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Pater's ideas into his poetry. He finds a lot in conunon between Nishiwaki's and Pater's ideas on style, self, vision,
quotation, and recollection. He also refers to temperamental similarities between Nishiwaki and Wilde. But Ito has a
wider interest in this book: a criticism of the modem scientific age, which he finds is shared both by Pater and
Nishiwaki. Ito affixes Nishiwaki's lecture on Wilde's wit
delivered at the Conference of The Wilde Society of Japan in
1976. [Noriyuki Nozue]

_ _ _ . Wilde and Pater [in Japanese]. Tokyo: Chusekisya, 2001.
This book consists of Ito's translations into Japanese of
Arthur Symons' A Study of Oscar Wilde (1930) and A Study
of Waiter Pater (1932), as well as two essays by Ito on Pater,
Wilde, and Symons. According to Ito, Symons attains "music of style" in discussing Pater, but is nervous in his study
of W ilde because of Wilde' s ambivalence. [Noriyuki N ozue]
Larson, Jil. Ethics and Narrative in the English Novel, 1880-1914. Cambridge, New York, Melbourne, and Madrid: Cambridge University Press, 2001. The novelists treated are Hardy, James,
Wilde, Conrad, and, in connection with Hardy, Olive
Schreiner and Sarah Grand. Larson refers to Pater four times
in connection with what she assumes to be his "concept of
the self in flux" (33); but she does not discuss his ideas on
ethics.
Uibkemeier, Thomas . Chez Soi: The Aesthetic Self in Arthur
Schopenhauer, Waiter Pater, and T. S. Eliot. Wiirzburg:
Konigshausen und Neumann, 2001. Starting with the
premise of Ulrich Pothast that art is the true metaphysical
activity, the author examines the affinities between Pater's
and Schopenhauer's aesthetic theories. References to the
work of T. S. Eliot serve as a cotmterpoint demonstrating the
parallels between Pater and Schopenhauer. Schopenhauer's
aesthetic forms the basis of an interpretation of some of the
essays in The Renaissance, some of the stories in Imaginary
Portraits, and other works. [Ulrike Stamm] (To be reviewed
in the PN.)
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Maxwell, Catherine. The Female Sublime from Milton to Swinbume:
Bearing Blindness. Manchester INew York: Manchester University Press, 2001. Challenging the idea that "literary
feminisation" is a "response to cultural changes," Maxwell
maintains that it reflects an inner drama in which the male
poet achieves vision by yielding to the "female sublime"
within. In the most significant of her five references to Pater,
she quotes from a passage in "Pico della Mirandola" in
which Pater attributes to Platonists the idea that a mystic
shuts the eyes in order to "see the more, inwardly" (14).
Nassaar, Christopher S., ed. The Victorians: A Major Authors Anthologt;. Lanham, MD, New York, Oxford: University Press of
America, 2000. Selections from Carlyle, Mill, Tennyson, R.
Browning, Newman, Arnold, Hopkins, Ruskin, Pater, and
Wilde (191 pages; 611 total for the other nine authors). The
selections from Pater are "Preface," "Leonardo da Vinci,"
and "Conclusion," from The Renaissance: Studies in Art and
Poetry; and "The Child in the House." There is a brief "Introduction" and a very brief introduction to Pater and the
works reprinted and a few notes on the selections.
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Book ForthcOlning
ll
Thomas, Kathleen. Comparison of Ideas Between l'The Renaissance
and IICulture and Anarchy." Bishop Auckland, England:
Pentland,2001. (To be reviewed in the PN.)
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Reprints and Translations of Works by Pater,
Published and Projected
Pater, Waiter. "A Pagan End": Chapter VI of Part I, Marius the
Epicurean. In Pages Passed from Hand to Hand: The Hidden Tradition of Homosexual Literature, in English from 1748 to 1914.
Boston/New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1997.
_____ . "L' ecole de Giorgione," French translation of "The
School of Giorgione" by Robert Andre. In his De Swift a
Melville: 12 etudes. Series: Les lettres du temps. Saint-Julien:
Jean-Pierre Huguet, 1999. (Annotated in Andre, Robert, under "Essays," below.)

_ _ _ _ _ . Studies in the History of the Renaissance. Series: Collected Works of Waiter Pater. Murietta, CA: Classic Books
(projected), date not provided.
_ _ _ _ _ . Marius the Epicurean: His Sensations and Ideas. Series:
Collected Works ofWalter Pater. Murietta, CA: Classic Books
(projected), date not provided.
______ . Mario ['epicureo, Italian translation of Marius the
Epicurean, by Alberto Rossatti. Rome: Biblioteca Universale
Rizzoli,2001. (Reviewed in this issue.)
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Essays
Agnew, Lois Peters. "Waiter Pater and the Rhetorical Tradition:
Finding Common Sense in the Particular." Advances in the
History of Rhetoric 4 (1999), 37-45. Despite his emphasis on
subjectivity, especially in his "Conclusion" to Studies in the
History of the Renaissance, Pater's later work ties him, Agnew
believes, to"a long tradition ... that perceives expression to
possess a socially redemptive power" (37). Aesthetic experience refines the inward life of the individual, developing
thereby "an individual's natural moral sense" (39). The
development of this "common inner sense" relates Pater's
individual with his/her community and connects Pater's
thought with "the ethical philosophy shared by Isocrates,
Cicero, the Stoics, Shaftesbury, and the belletristic rhetoric
informed by Scottish common sense philosophy" (43).
Andre, Robert. "Waiter Pater, precurseur de Proust." In his De
Swift aMelville: 12 dudes. Series: Les lettres du temps. SaintJulien: Jean-Pierre I-Iuguet, 1999. 65-81. ("WaIter Pater, a
Precursor of Proust"). Article in French. As in his previous
article ["Waiter Pater and Mat·cel Proust," Nouvelle Revue
Fram;aise 21.2 (juin 1963): 1082-89)J, Robert Andre develops
the filiation between Waiter Pater and Marcel Proust. In
"The Child in the House" young Florian remembers his
childhood in a manner reminiscent of Ruskin's Praeterita, a
work which Proust knew by heart. Proust and Pater alike
were confronted with the dilemma expressed in particular
by new Kantism. Pater emphasizes the importance of sensation, refusing transcendentalism. The kind of spiritual
ascesis he recommends allows the mind to consider each
moment separately in its intensity, even if duration makes
the attempt difficult. Such thoughts are at the basis of Pater's
critical method in which the critic's function is to highlight
in the artistic work the relation between sensations and reminiscences. Robert Andre admires the beautiful pages of The
Renaissance, seeing in them the mirror of Pater's own sensibility; but he also considers that the critic's omnipresent
subjectivity undermines the value of such criticism. Pater's
fiction he considers to be "imperfect" but "significant," in
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particular because he thinks that Proust succeeded where
Pater failed. Proust was able to move from sensations to
reminiscences, to find the link between the present and the
past, to conjure up his own mental landscape. In Remembrance afThings Past melody brings together the past and the
present, creating "a mythic place where succession and simultaneity merge, where memory becomes landscape."
The chapter is followed by a translation of "The School of
Giorgione," 83-94.
The French text is written in an elegant style and at times
suggests interesting translations for some phrases; for example, "imaginative reason" becomes "imagination
rationalisee." However I think that the translation is often
too far from the original text. Robert Andre seems to convey
Pater's thought without always trying to render his words.
For example, "idee esthetique invariable" is not exactly the
equivalent of "one and the same fixed quantity of imaginative thought." Moreover towards the end many passages in
the English text are missing in the French version, while others seem to be summarized rather than translated. [Martine
Charbonnier-Lambert]
Assmann, Aleida. "Frauenbilder im Mannergedachtnis bei Pater,
Proust und Joyce." In Lesbarkeit der Kultur.
Literaturwissenschaften zwischen Kulturtechnik und
Ethnagraphie. Eds. Gerhard Neumann and Sigrid Weigel.
Miinchen: Wilhelm Fink Verlag 2000. 291-305. Examining
women's portraits in the memory in Pater, Proust, and Joyce,
Assmann traces the concept of pichlres as a means of securing memory from the Roman "Ars Memoria" to Aby
Warburg's "Pathosformeln," which characterizes both because memory is intrinsically linked to affections. In the backgrolmd of this concept of pictorial memory, she analyzes
Pater's Mona Usa passage, Proust's narrative of Swann's
love for Odette - using pichlfes as a media of love - and
Joyce's short story "The Dead." In this text she finds a
combination of two kinds of memory: one voluntary, male,
reconstructive, and illustrative of a Nietzschean theory of
memory, the other involuntary, passive, female, explosive,
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and illustrative of Freud's theory of memory. Whereas
Freud limits his theory to individuals, Aby Warburg wanted
to discover the collective aspect of memory, asking the art
historian to lillcover a long-buried complex. Whereas Pater
fulfills Warburg's request that the art historian should not
only contemplate pichlres but also remember, Assmann concludes that Pater's aesthetic meditation on Mona Lisa is only
a subjective contemplation of a connoisseur seeing himself
as a prophet and is as such not scientific enough to conform
to Warburg's ideas. [Ulrike Stamm]
Endres, Nikolai. "Panta Rhei: Andre Gide's Les Nourritures
Terrestres, Oscar Wilde's The Picture of Dorian Gray, and
WaIter Pater's 'Conclusion."' Romance Notes 41 (Winter
2001),209-221. Endres points to a gap in Wilde/Gide studies, that is, the lack of attention to "Wilde's literary [vs.
personal] influence on Gide" (210). Endres supplies what
he finds missing by paralleling Wilde's and Gide's exploration of Pater's Hedonism. He states that, "Waiter Pater's
Hedonism as expounded in his 'Conclusion' provided
Wilde's model for Dorian Gray's life of pleasure, which in
turn inspired Gide's powerful voice Menalque in Les
Nourritures Terrestres"(210), which "celebrates this life and
even, in both its content and very title, defies Hebraism's
promise of paradise; the heavenly fruit of the afterlife may
be reaped now, in this life, on terrestrial ground" (213).
Endres finds, however, that all three writers move beyond
Hedonism-Pater in Marius the Epicurean, Wilde in Dorian's
discovery that his life has become a burden and in De
Profundis, and Gide in Les Nouvelles Nourritures and Tlu?Bee.
He claims that all three writers come to value moral conscience and truly Epicurean "tranquillity of mind" (219).
Gurney, Stephen I. "Waiter Pater." In Notable British Novelists. 3
vols. Ed. Carl Rollyson. Pasadena, CA/ Hackensack, NJ: Salem Press, Inc., 2001. Vol. Il, 696-706. This essay was first
published in Critical Survey of Long Fiction: English Language
Series, 8 vols., ed. Frank N. Magill (Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Salem Press,1983), Vol. V, 2065-2076, and reprinted in the
revised edition of that work published by the Salem Press in
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Pasadena, CA and Englewood Cliffs, NJ in 1991, in Volume
VI, 2602-2614. It was printed for the third time in Critical
Survey of Long Fiction, second revised edition, 8 vols., ed. by
the Salem Press, Inc., in the two cities stated above, in 2000,
Vol. V,2466-247S. Rollyson extracted essays on 104 English,
Scottish, and Irish novelists to form Notable British Novelists.
Gurney's essay on Pater is being listed here because it has
not been listed in any previous bibliography of writings about
Pater. Gurney has made no substantive revisions to his 1983
text, not even to correct errors (that Pater's godmother was
one of the women who "dominated" his household; that
Imaginary Portraits (1887) is "a collection of stories that prefigure Marius the Epicurean in their emphasis ... "). The editor of the series has added bold type in division titles and
some capital letters, as well as, in 2000, the portrait of Pater
that appeared on the title page of Gerald Monsman's Pater's
Portraits. Either Gurney or the editor created a new and annotated "Bibliography" (or list of works for further reading) in 1991 and revised it in 2000. All of the works listed in
the present "Bibliography" were published after Gurney
wrote his essay. The topics covered are Pater's writing in
forms other than long fiction, his achievements, his life,
briefly, and an I'analysis" of his long fiction (interpretative
summaries of Marius and Gaston). Gurneis Ilanalysis" is
worth reading because it interprets the novel as a whole, in
the context of Pater's other works. To Gurney, as to most
other readers of Pater's complete text (as distinguished from
subtexts or a few themes), the novel describes a spirihlal
progress in which Marius reevaluates his youthful "aesthetic
hedonism," personified in the novel by Flavian; exposes the
moral limitations of Marcus Aurelius's Stoicism; experiences
an intense moment of vision when the material world seems
lmreal and a divine presence seems real; finds only emptiness after this in the amusements" observed in a Roman
poet's house, in the presence of Apulieus; finds spiritual
satisfaction in the house of Cecilia, where beauty merges with
rectitude, concern for others, and hope for the fuhlre. To
Gurney, however, "The Church of Cecilia is, at bottom, a
fictive structure in which there is 'no forced opposition between soul and body, the world and the spirit'" (704). Fur11
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ther, he states, in discussing Pater's only other long work
of fiction: " ... as Pater was to recognize in Gaston de Latour,
instihttional Christianity, insofar as it defines itself in what
a man professes rather than in what he is, is as prodigal of
sectarian bigotry and bloodshed as the worst excesses of
pagan Rome" (704). For Gurney, the ftmdamental question
about Pater is whether his philosophy "is adequate to the
full range of human experience"; and he adds: "In the absence of more solid and substantial convictions than those
which Pater demonstrates in his writings, this question remains a point of legitimate concern in any final estimate of
his achievement" (705). It is evidently not enough for Gurney that "Pater, when he is ftllly understood, emerges as a
figure of incalculable importance in the evolution of twentieth century literature" (697). [BAI]
Kimball, Roger. "Art v. Aestheticism: The Case of WaIter Pate!'."
In his Experiments Against Reality: The Fate of Culture in the
Postmodern Age. Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, 2000. 27-44. The context of Kimball's judgment of Pater's aestheticism, the first
of several literary stances that he calls" experiments against
reality," is Denis Donoghue's Walter Pater: Lover of Strange
Souls (1995). According to Kimball, Donoghue believes that
Pater's aestheticism pertains to form and therefore dissociates art/aestheticism from "ideology" (40). Kimball's argument against this view follows T. S. Eliot's admonition
in his "Arnold and Pater" that Pater's aestheticism advocates a way of life, and he judges it to be one that does not
"leave room for 'intrinsic value' as Donoghue claims" (42).
Indeed, Kimball argues that Pater's "aestheticism is the enemy of the intrinsic" since each work of art "dissolv[es] into
'pleasurable sensations and pulsations'" (44).
Masaki, Kenji. "The 'Rubens' Text-A Re-reading of Imaginary Portraits." [in Japanese] Joshidai Bungaku, Journal of English Studies 2 (March 2001), 35-61. Masaki throws light on what he
calls the '"Rubens Text" passages in three of Pater's portraits in which the painter is cited. Supporting his idea by
citing Michael Levey's opinion that Rubens' paintings at
Antwerp seem to have "made an overwhelming impres-
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sion" on Pater in 1859 (The Case of WaIter Pater 87) and the
fact that Pater was scheduled to lecture on Rubens in Oxford
on 28 July 1894, two days before his death (Lawrence Evans,
Letters of WaIter Pater 156), Masaki presents a subtle analysis
of the 'ffRubens Text." In" A Prince of Court Painters," the
writer of the journal likes to "muse" rather than to "amuse"
herself as people do in Paris; put another way, when she
thinks of morality, she thinks of it as the denial of pleasure.
Morality, then, is dependent on the presence of pleasure. She
declares herself to "like far better than any of these pictures
of Rubens a work by that old Dutch master Peter Porbus,"
and yet she cannot help imagining the sensuous aspect of
the former: "the hot flesh-tints of the Medicean ladies of the
great Peter Paul ... under their stiff court coshlmes." She
also feels an affinity for the sensuous in reading Manon
Lescaut, although she tells herself that "she must read the
book no more." "Sebastian van Storck" has only one slight
reference to Rubens, but, according to Masaki, it reveals a
sort of suppression of the sensuous on the narrator's part.
In "Duke Carl of Rosenmold," Rubens appears as the painter
whom Carl"most affectedly" enjoys, who sustains "the real
vigour of his youthful and somewhat animal taste"-a vigor
that drives Carl to love a gypsy girl, with such passion that
he gives up his public duty. In "Denys L' Auxerrois,"
Rubens is not cited at all because, Masaki argues, the narrator does not need to suppress the dark and sensuous side of
life, which is fully expressed in the transformed myth of
Dionysus. Imaginary Portraits should be read as the
'IIRubens' Sequence," Masaki concludes. [Noriyuki
Nozue]
Nassaar, Christopher S. "Pater's The Renaissance and Wilde's
Salomi." Explicator 59 (Winter 2001),80-82. Nassaar relates
Salomi to The Renaissance, particularly to its chapter on
Leonardo. Nassaar believes that the story of Salome follows
that of Leonardo, the artist, in its originality, blasphemy, and
sexual freedom. Salome herself follows Pater's description
of Mona Usa by revealing the evil in human nature. Those
who do not express evil, Nassaar writes, repress it, as do
both Jokanaan and Herod in Wilde's play. Such repression
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occurs in Pater's description of Leonardo's John the Baptist: "For Pater, Leonardo's Saint John is a disguised homosexual" (82). In Salome, Jokanaan's very attacks on
Herodias's and Salome's sexuality reveal his own "hidden lusts" (82). Finally, Nassaar believes that "Pater rejects
Christianity and advocates a return to paganism and hedonistic art appreciation" (82). Similarly, Wilde's Salome
stands (and dies) as a corrective to Christianity's repressions.
Stange, Martina. "Die mythische Sehn-Sucht des Waiter Pater."
In: Mythos im Text. Zur Literatur des 20. Jahrhunderts. Eds.
Rolf Grimminger and Iris Hermann. Bielefeld: Aisthesis
Verlag 1998. 137-148. Stange focuses on the concept of the
androgynous in Pater, reading the different examples of this
figure (in his essay "Diaphaneite," in the essay on
"Winckelmann," and in a deleted passage on the Hermaphrodite of the Louvre in the first edition of the Renaissance) as forming a homoerotic iconography; by combining a mythical figure with his own erotic ideal Pater succeeded in talking about lithe love that dare not speak its name." Convincingly, Stange points towards the erotic allusions in the
text and towards the sensuousness of the words Pater uses
in these passages. Other traces of this desire, of this homoerotic ideal, are the allusions and quotations of texts by
Gautier and Swinbume which form an intertext for Pater's
h'eatment of the androgynous. [Ulrike Stamm]
Toth, Sara. '''Doorways to Things Beyond': The Question of Religion in Waiter Pater's Works, with Special Focus on Marius
the Epicurean. AnaChronist (Hungary) 19-21 (2000), 167-185.
[Not seen]
11
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Essays Containing Notable References to Pater
Collini, Stefan. "From 'Non-Fiction Prose' to 'Culhlral Criticism';
Genre and Disciplinarity in Victorian Studies." In Rethinking Victorian Culture. Eds. Juliet John and Alice Jenkins. Foreword by John Sutherland. Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire and London; Macmillan Press Ltd./New York: St.
Martin's Press, 2000. 13-28. Collini explores the grolmds
for classifying prose writings like those of Carlyle, Mill,
Arnold, Ruskin, and Morris from the late nineteenth cenhUy to the present, and he argues that cultural criticism as a
term to classify the writings of such Victorian "moralists"
is as much a "procmstean bed" as the earlier nonfiction prose.
He uses Pater to make an important distinction between what
has been called "'literature' proper" and "literature as
'background' ... or 'context"'; "WaIter Pater may be
'context' if one is writing about Oscar Wilde, but in another setting he can also be 'non-fiction prose' in his own
right in a way that, say, John Addington Symonds never is"
(18). [BAI]
Gagnier, Reginia. "Modernity and Progress in Economics and Aesthetics." In Rethinking Victorian Culture. (See Collini, above.)
222-238. In distinguishing between nineteenth-century
progress, in which the Economic Man and the artist are producers, and twentieth-cenhlry development, in which the
Economic Man and the artist are consmners, Gagnier sees
the fin-de-siecle as anticipatory of the latter; " ... the fin-desiecle emphasized the consumer of the work and the incessant search for pleasure and sensation" (228). She traces such
consumerism back to Pater's La Gioconda, who has consumed all tendencies of the past. [BAI]
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Reviews
Becker-Leckrone, Megan. Rereading Waiter Pater, by William F.
Shuter (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997). Nineteenth-Century Prose 28 (Spring 2001), 138-142. BeckerLeckrone explains that in Shuter's usage rereading relates
not only to his own experiences as reader and editor of
Pater's text, but also to Pater's own later "rereading" [or
rewriting] of his early works. For his projected rereading,
Shuter establishes, first, an "'initial reading'" (139), which
Becker-Leckrone calls "not only a singular critical account
but also a reiteration of rather shop-worn critical assumptions," such as "the commonplace notions that Pater grew
more conservative and religious over time, and that much
of his later work was a retraction of earlier claims" (139).
Becker-Leckrone approves of Shuter's dialectical method
and admires his "critical strengths: a painstaking attention
to the actual language of Pater's published prose, a seemingly effortless fluency with the entire corpus of Pater's published and unpublished work, and a finely nuanced juxtaposition of Pater's own assertions with his wide-ranging
compass of texhtal sources and intellectual influences" (139).
Nevertheless, she finds the groundwork that he lays, the initial reading, to be surprisingly naive and convenient.
Casteras, Susan P. William Rossetti's Art Criticism: The Search for
Truth in Victorian Art, by Julie L'Enfant (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1998), Victorian Painting, by Lionel
Lambourne (London: Phaidon, 1999), and After the PreRaphaelites: Art and Aestheticism in Victorian England, cd. Elizabeth Prettejohn (Manchester: Manchester University Press/
New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1999). Victorian Studies 43 (Spring 2001), 480-484. In regard to the last of
the three books reviewed, Casteras states: "In her Introduction, Prettejolm sensibly tries to pin down the evasive label
'aestheticism,' acknowledging the various epithets it attracted in the 1890s" (483). She finds that in her chapter on
Pater, "WaIter Pater and Aesthetic Painting" (mmotated in
the PN 41 [Fall 2000], 25), Prettejohn "traces points of
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intertextual and homoerotic contact belween Pater and visual production" (483).
Elfenbein, Andrew. Victorian Sexual Dissidence, ed. Richard
Dellamora (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999).
Victorian Studies 43 (Spring 2001),509-511. Elfenbein explains
that Dellamora's intention is ,to contest "the neatness with
which [Jonathan] Dollimore fits Wilde into a modernist/
postmodernist binary ... by presenting dissidence in a more
nuanced light" (510). Elfenbein champions" critics who have
emphasized [not dissidence, but] the ease with which lateVictorian society embraced representations of same-sex desire as long as they remained beneath full visibility" (510).
While finding useful the section on female same-sex desire,
Elfenbein finds in the next section, "Revisionary Decadence," the book's best essay, Regenia Gagnier's "Production, Reproduction, and Pleasure in Victorian Aesthetics
and Economics." Gagnier claims that "Kantian ethical aesthetics, the productivist tradition of John Ruskin, William
Morris, and Karl Marx, and the physiological aesthetics of
Grant AlIen" are all present "in work written in the 1890s,"
for example, in Hardy's Jude the Obscure (510). From its last
section, Elfenbein admires Julia F. Saville's "The Romance
of Boys Bathing: Poetic Precedents and Respondents to the
Paintings of Henry Scott Tuke," specifically for its "use of
romance [to create] a distinctive place for the visual arts in
the history of queer representation" (511).
Green-Anderson, Gail. Patterns of Epiphany: From Wordsworth to
Tolstoy, Pater, and Barrett Browning, by Martin Bidney
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1997). Style
35 (Spring 2001), 183-185. Green-Anderson believes that
exploring the patterns of epiphanies in writers' works allows readers to see coherence within these works. However, she regrets Bidney's limited focus on epiphany
"through the lens of phenomenology," a focus which can
discover recurring patterns, as Bidney does with
Wordsworth, or can slight historical concerns, as Bidney does
with Tolstoy.
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Helsinger, Elizabeth. Nostalsia and Recollection in Victorian Culture,
by Ann C. Colley (London: Macmillan's Press/ New York:
St. Martin's Press, 1998). Nineteenth-Century Prose 28 (Spring
2001),177-179. Helsinger finds that the book focuses at first
on nostalgia but later on "the processes of recollection" (177).
These "acts of remembering seem to be motivated by nostalgia, 'as an organizing force,' nostalgia loosely defined as
'a sense of loss and a yearning for home'" (177). For Colley,
home stands for a counhy, a childhood house, or even a room.
In the chapter that Pater shares with both Ruskin and
Stevenson, for instance, Colley uses the childhood house for
home. Helsinger ultimately finds troubling Colley's tendency to generalize from particulars and believes the reader
is left with too many tmanswered questions regarding the
book's approach, questions such as "is she implying that
nostalgia is always the organizing force of memory .... Is it
even so in other texts by the same authors? Are there other
Victorians whose memories are not affected by nostalgic
desires," etc. (179).
Klee, Wanda G. "Ein Kritiker aus dem Willen del' Natur": Hugo von
Hofmannsthal und das Werk Waiter Paters, by Ulrike Stamm
(Wiirzburg: Konigshausen und Neumann, 1997). GermanischRomanische Monatsschrijt, Neue Folge, 65, 1 (2001). According to Klee, Stamm shows the great influence of Pater's Hellenistic aestheticsm on Hofmannsthal, especially of his protophenomenologicaltmderstanding of perception, of his metaphors of time, and of his concept of the Dionysian. By focusing on Hofmannsthal's reception of certain texts and on
ideas in some of Pater's texts, like the "Conclusion," Stamm
argues that Pater appears in a new light and that
Hofmannsthitl's texts can be read differently in the context
of his appropriation of Pater's ideas. The author concludes
that this study demonstrates Pater's great importance for
European modernism in general.
Losey, Jay. "Late-Victorian Aesthetics and Eros," a review of VictOl'ian Sexual Dissidence, ed. Richard Dellamora (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999). English Literature in Transition, 1880-1920 44:2 (2001), 241-246. Losey notes that the
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book makes "two major claims," that Pater's Hellenism
served to model same-sex desire for both men and women
and that Victorian homosexuality highlighted "normal"
sexuality at the same time that it educated Victorians to new
sexualorientations. Losey also notes that the male and female contributors are divided, the female writers "primarily examin[ing] how Greek erOS [as conveyed by Pater] ...
played out in female writers and artists" (242). The male
contributors consider the educative aspect of dissident sexuality. Losey concludes by regretting the insufficient credit
Dollimore receives for influencing the book's approaches
and by expressing surprise at the book's lacking a selected
bibliography for" further research, particularly in the interdisciplinary fields that are so compellingly deployed in this
collection" (246).
Wright, Thomas. "Perfectionist Between Covers, " a review of The
Book Beautiful: Waiter Pater and the House of Macmillan, ed.
Robert M. Seiler (London: Athlone Press, 1999). TLS, 16
March, 2001, 34. Seiler's edition of Pater's letters to
Macmillan include some never before published and offers
readers "an interesting perspective on Pater's career and a
fascinating insight into the world of late Victorian publishing." Pater's detailed concern with book production expressed in these letters serves to augment "the history of
the late Victorian 'Revival of Printing.'" The book itself,
however, does not explore cultural history "from the
Publisher's perspective," does not consider the effect of its
presentation on Pater's writing, and does not offer entertainment comparable to other such collections, like DowsonSmithers or Wilde-Lane.
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Dissertations
Bolus-Reichert, Christine Marie. "In the Wilderness of Styles: The
Eclectic Turn in Victorian Art and Literahue." PhD Indiana
University, 2000. Dissertation Abstracts International 61, No.
8 (2000),3157 A. This dissertation proposes adding '''eclecticism' as a critical and aesthetic category alongside the more
familiar 'romanticism,' 'realism,' 'aestheticism,' 'modernism,' and 'decadence.'" In distinguishing eclecticism
as peculiar to a particular age, such critics as Pater give "a
new understanding to nineteenth-cenhlry aesthetics."
Chen, Shudong. "Henry James: The Essayist Behind the Novelist."
PhD. University of Kansas, 1998. OAI 60, No. 5 (1998), 1556
A. Chen states that "this dissertation exposes the essay as
'genre' and its relation to other genres, most significantly
the novel, with a focus on Henry James." To develop the
historical context of James's essays, he discusses critical essays of Pater and eight other nineteenth-cenhlry writers.
Ohi, Kevin Jon Hisao. "Innocence and Raphue: The Erotics of Childhood in Aestheticism (Henry James, Vladimir Nabokov,
Waiter Pater, Oscar Wilde)." Ph. D. Cornell University, 2001.
OAI 61, No. 9 (2001), 3559 A. This dissertation locates the
raphue in aesthetic experience in "the sexualized fascination exerted by the beautiful child." For Pater, this rap hue
combines identification, self-loss, and death.
Sandberg, Henry Arthur. "The Androgynous Vision of a Victorian
Outsider: The Life and Work of Simeon Solomon." PhD.
Drew University, 2000. OAI, 61, No. 4 (2000), 1202 A. Describing Simeon Solomon as a "second-generation PreRaphaelite," Sandberg proposes that Solomon's androgynes
"reflected the fantasies and fears of many late Victorian homosexuals as well as the new [late nineteenth-century] conceptions of masculinity." In discussing Solomon's life,
Sandberg focuses on his marginalization as a Jew and a homosexual, as well as his early friendships with prominent
writers and artists, including Pater.
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Wiley, Eric. "Hellenism and the Independent Theatre Movement
in America." PhD. Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1999. DAI 60, No. 9 (1999),
3205 A. This dissertation examines "the direct and climactic Greek influences" in early American independent theater. Scholars of classical shldies, such as Pater, are "traced"
for their "seminal" influence.
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M. A. Theses
Khalip, Jacques. "Loss Unlimited: Sadness and Originality in
Wordsworth, Pater, and Ashbery (William Wordsworth,
Waiter Pater, John Ashbery)." M.A. McGill University
(Canada), 1998. MAl 38, No. 3 (1998), 539. Considering sadness as a "complex literary phenomenon," Khalip proposes
that sadness should not be considered only in the context of
mourning and melancholy, but as" a structure of loss that is
intrinsic to our concept of the world's composition and insufficiency. "
Loeffler, Toby Henry. "Narratives of the Mind: From Consciousness to the Unconscious in English Modernism." M. A. California State University, Dominguez Hills, 2000. MAl 38, No.
4 (2000), 858. Loeffler explores the experimental narratives
of English Modernism, some of which 'Ipushed language
and narrative perilously close to the void of incomprehensibility." According to Loeffler, these experiments begin with
Pater and continue through James, Conrad, Ford, Woolf, and
Joyce.
MacLeod, Kirsten Jessica Gordon. IIWalter Pater, Oscar Wilde, and
the Audiences of Aestheticism. I' M. A. McGill University
(Canada), 1998. MAl, 38 No. 3 547. MacLeod examines
how Pater's and Wilde's responsiveness to their respective audiences actuates their experiments IIwith style and
genre and helps to determine lithe nahue of their particular versions of aestheticism."
1
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Paterian Matters
Your Pater colleagues would like to know more about you and your
organization, and The Pater Newsletter will help get the word out by
publishing your news.
Among the matters we'd like to know about:
• awards (including scholarships, fellowships, and other recognition)
• promotions
• current projects
• conferences, previously-held and upcoming (including name,
date, sponsor, and location of meeting; name, address, telephone,
fax, e-mail address of contacts; program theme and names of
sessions)
• conference presentations
• recent publications
Do you wish to write for The Pater Newsletter? Send us your ideas
for book reviews, responses to "Colmterpoise," notes, meeting coverage, and any other appropriate material.
How can we improve The Pater Newsletter? Let us know your
thoughts on its content and appearance.
Mail all news and suggestions to
Dr. Jay Losey
Department of English
p.a . Box 97404
Baylor University
Waco, Texas 76798-7404 USA
email: Jay_Losey@baylor.edu
fax: 254-710-3894
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